
THE SET UP 

1. Summary 

Chemical reactions and neutralisation are visually demonstrated using disappearing ink.

This experiment can be performed by the teacher and the students.  

2. Context 

You can use this when teaching about acids, alkalines, neutralisation and indicators.

3. Apparatus 

     •   Disappearing ink 

     •   Carbon dioxide fire extinguisher 

     •   Goggles 

4. Preparation 

For the demonstration of disappearing ink, you can make up the solutions yourself, but it is 

cheaper and easier to buy the ink in the form of a ‘squirt pen’ from a joke shop or online.   

Test that it does actually disappear on a scrap piece of white cloth first and to get an idea of 

the timings when breathing on it.  

  

5. Safety 

Disappearing ink is an alkaline solution containing sodium hydroxide and care must be taken 

not to squirt it into people’s eyes. Goggles should therefore be worn.

    Experiment 2: Disappearing Ink

Using a joke shop gag to explain 
neutralisation
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THE DEMONSTRATION  

  

1. Procedure 

     •   Squirt the ink onto your lab coat appearing to do it accidently, then wait for 

         the ink to disappear 

     •   Once you have done this and the students have seen it disappear, squirt equal 

          amounts on both shoulders of your lab coat, blow on one side

  

The ink will disappear faster on the side you blow on due to the carbon dioxide in your 

breath reacting with the water to form carbonic acid. This carbonic acid neutralises the 

sodium hydroxide which is found in the ink, causing the stain to disappear. 

An even quicker way to get the ink to disappear is to use (with care) a carbon dioxide fire 

extinguisher. 

  

   

2. Suggested Script Ideas

“Sometimes chemistry can be useful and entertaining. Supposing I spill ink down my 

labcoat. 

<Pull pen out and squirt it on your left and right shoulders>

  

How might I use my knowledge of chemistry to get rid of it?

<Breathes on one shoulder and ink disappears faster on that side>

  

Why did that happen? 

You may think that the ink dried faster when I blew on it and that caused the colour to go 

but you would be wrong”
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THE CONCLUSION

  

1. Explanation

It is actually a chemical reaction between the carbon dioxide in breath and the water in the 

ink to make carbonic acid - the type that makes one form of acid rain. 

The ink is an alkaline and has an indicator dye in it that shows blue for alkaline so when we 

produce enough acid we neutralise it and the colour disappears. 

                  

2. Useful Questions and Answers 

  

Q)  Does this mean our breath is acid? 

A) Yes slightly. The products of respiration are water and carbon dioxide which form 

          carbonic acid. 

Q) What could we use this for? 

A) As a measure of how much carbon dioxide there is in the air. 

Q) Why is the level of carbon dioxide in the air important? 

A) Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that is responsible for global warming 
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